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This project investigated the feasibility and potential benefits of the integration of infrastructure monitoring systems into enterprise-scale transportation management systems. An infrastructure monitoring system designed for bridges was implemented and a framework was developed for the integration of bridge-level data into the distributed network-level asset condition and performance data already existing within VDOT’s bridge asset management system.

It is now fairly common to install sensors in highway infrastructure to assess and monitor the performance and health of pavements and bridges. A companion report prepared by Virginia tech documents the use of sensors in pavements to provide data useful for pavement management. The University of Virginia project focused on studying how to use a bridge structural health monitoring system (SHM) installed for structural monitoring purposes, to support bridge management.

A structural health monitoring system was installed on a Virginia bridge as part of a separate project sponsored under the Long Term Bridge Performance Program. That SHM system was designed and installed to provide data on the structural performance and response of the bridge to ambient loading and to support periodic load tests. The primary objectives were to demonstrate the state of the art in SHM technology, to serve as a test bed for the development of load testing protocols and to document changes in bridge behavior as the bridge continued to age. A number of sensors were strategically located and installed on the bridge, a permanent data acquisition system was installed with the ability to continuously monitor the sensors, a communications system was installed to provide for remote access for data collection and control of the system and a companion video camera capable of providing streaming video images of the traffic on the bridge was installed. The total system represented a significant investment.

This study, completed by the University of Virginia (UVA), investigated and developed a procedure to use select data from the SHM system and to provide information that is useful for bridge management purposes. UVA focused on providing data on heavy vehicles. The response of highway bridges to passenger vehicles is very small and insignificant when considering fatigue or overloads. The significant live loading of highway bridges is due to trucks. A simple and relatively inexpensive system to measure and monitor the truck loading on specific highway bridges would be a useful tool for bridge management. The current practice is to estimate truck volumes as a percentage of average daily traffic. This provides an estimate of truck volume but does not provide any information on the magnitude and frequency of the loading due to heavy trucks. It also does not provide any information on which lanes are loaded. If such information could be provided, it would be very useful in assessing the fatigue loading of a bridge and also assess the frequency and severity of overload events. The procedure reported here provides such information.
The specific tasks completed by UVA were:

1) Develop a finite element model (FEM) of the bridge using the SAP 2000 software.
2) Calibrate the FEM using data from the initial load testing of the bridge performed by Virginia tech.
3) Use the calibrated FEM to create moment and strain influence surfaces for arbitrary point loads on the bridge.
4) Use the influence surfaces to simulate the effect of trucks of arbitrary axle configurations and gross vehicle weights travelling over the bridge in different lanes and at different speeds at all of the selected sensors.
5) Use the simulation program to generate hundreds of simulated truck events to create a response database.
6) Use the response database to develop a procedure to determine:
   a. The travel lane of the truck,
   b. The speed of the truck,
   c. The vehicle class of the truck (a 3 axle single unit or a 5 axle semi-tractor trailer), and
   d. The gross vehicle weight of the truck.
7) Test the procedure on actual truck events.

A straightforward and easily implementable procedure was developed to use data from a typical bridge structural health monitoring system to provide lane occupancy, speed, vehicle classification and gross vehicle weight estimates for heavy trucks.
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1 Introduction

As the transportation infrastructure has grown in size and spatial extent, it has also become clear that the traditional, largely manual approach to maintenance, operations, and security simply does not scale effectively. Information technology offers an opportunity to support significantly improved monitoring and management of the transportation infrastructure. In fact, many relatively small scale monitoring and management systems have been introduced. However, these systems have been developed and deployed to support specific elements of the transportation infrastructure. These systems have not been integrated, and have not been included in enterprise applications.

As stated above, existing monitoring and management systems have been developed, and are operated by, divisions of agencies directly responsible for a single “class” of the transportation infrastructure. Examples of these systems are provided below:

- Traffic Operations Systems
- Bridge Monitoring Systems
- Pavement Management Systems
- Environmental Monitoring Systems
- Asset Management Systems
- Weather Systems

While these systems have demonstrated benefits within their specific domains, it is likely that the integration of the systems (i.e. sharing data, collaborative decision making, distributed control, etc.) will result in substantially greater benefits. Examples of expected benefits that will result from integration are presented below:

- Each system will have a richer set of data to support their functioning
- Systems may share resources, such as communications infrastructure, resulting in substantial cost-savings
- Systems may provide fail-safe back-ups for each other, creating greater resiliency
- Infrastructure security will benefit from the ability to monitor the overall transportation infrastructure from a holistic perspective.

While these benefits are expected, there is no experience to date in integration of transportation monitoring and management systems. This experience is unlikely to take place within a DOT given the existing administrative structures. Furthermore, nearly all transportation research programs are organized in similar administrative structures.

The objective of the University of Virginia’s effort was to develop a prototype Integrated Bridge Structural Health Monitoring System (IBSHM) that will collect data that is useful not only for structural condition assessment and monitoring but which is also useful for traffic operations and asset management purposes. In consultation with the Virginia Center for Transportation Innovation and Research (VCTIR) the following capabilities have been identified as design objectives of this prototype
bridge monitoring system. The system will monitor the structural response of a highway bridge to ambient traffic and provide the following structural health data: (1) stress/strain histories at selected locations on the bridge suitable for estimation of the cumulative fatigue loading of the bridge, (2) the system will provide data that measures and characterizes the occurrence of large load events (i.e., overloads), (3) the system will provide data that can be used to characterize the dynamic amplification factor of the bridge, and (4) the system will provide the capability of measuring and characterizing the response of the bridge to static loads, suitable for periodic load testing and rating of the bridge. In order to operate reliably over a long period, the structural health monitoring system must necessarily compensate for any system drift. Consequently, the system must measure and compensate for the effects of temperature and humidity. Finally, in addition to the structural health and environmental data, the system will also be designed to operate as (5) a bridge based weigh-in-motion (WIM) station. As such, the system will provide quantitative data on the number, classification and total weight of heavy trucks that pass over the bridge.

2 Structural Health Monitoring System

A project sponsored under the FHWA’s Long Term Bridge Performance Program was the installation of a long term structural health monitoring (SHM) system on the bridge that carries Route 15 over Interstate 66 in Haymarket, Virginia. The SHM system is to monitor the bridge’s response to ambient traffic and environmental loadings and support periodic load testing using heavy trucks of known weight and configuration. The SHM system consisted of a network of sensors, a computerized data acquisition and data logging system, remote communications capability and a video streaming system to provide images of the traffic on the bridge. The SHM system is only one aspect of a complete health assessment of the bridge. In addition to the SHM system, detailed hands-on visual inspection, materials sampling and testing and extensive nondestructive evaluation of the bridge is also being performed.

While very sophisticated and expensive, the SHM system was not designed to provide information for asset management uses. The data being obtained could be used for that purpose by expert interpretation but that is not being done at this time. The University of Virginia project being reported processed data from a select number of the sensors to provide information more useful from a bridge asset management perspective. Specifically data from four of the eight strain gages installed on the bridge were used as input to a processing algorithm to extract lane occupancy, vehicle speed, vehicle classification and gross vehicle weight of heavy trucks. A brief description of the SHM system is provided as a reference to the sensors that were used as inputs to the algorithm.

The Virginia Bridge has a total of 22 long-term sensors installed. The sensors employed are linear variable differential transformers (LVDTs), bonded foil strain gauges, vibrating wire strain gauges, and thermocouples. Error! Reference source not found. through Error! Reference source not found. show the location of each of the structural sensors on plan and cross-sectional views of the bridge.

The four sensors used for processing are the bonded foil strain gages located on the top of the bottom flange in Girders 3 and 5 at cross sections AA and CC. These sensors are designated as SG3N, SG3S, SG5N
and SG5S. The SG refers to the fact that these are strain gages, the number refers to the girder and the S
and N refer to South and North spans respectively. This bridge is one of a pair of parallel bridges carrying
Route 15 over Interstate 66. This is the southbound bridge and all traffic moves from North to South on
the bridge.

3 Finite Element Model using SAP 2000

Finite element methods are extremely useful for the analysis and design of complex structures. There
are many different commercial and academic software systems that implement the finite element
method within a framework for the solution of a wide variety of problems in different domains. Some
general purpose systems, such as ANSYS and ABAQUS, are designed to be applied to a wide range of
problems and are consequently very sophisticated. However, they require significant effort to apply to
the simulation of highway bridges. Other software is designed to be applied to specific domains. One
such system is SAP-2000, which is focused on the analysis and design of structures. In particular, SAP-
2000 includes many features specifically designed to facilitate the modeling and analysis of highway
bridges. These features include a wizard to quickly define the overall geometry and basic structure of a
bridge, material libraries and multiple element types suitable for bridges, a range of modeling options
from very simple beam models to complex 3-D plate and shell models, and built-in tools to greatly
facilitate the modeling of loading due to moving vehicles of arbitrary dimensions. In addition, SAP-2000
provides the ability to import and export model inputs and outputs to a variety of formats, including Excel
worksheets. SAP-2000 was used to model the response of the Route 15 bridge to vehicle loads and to
generate influence surfaces of sensor responses that were then used for general simulation of bridge
response to random loads.

A detailed description of the modeling of the Route 15 bridge using SAP-2000 is contained in Feely 2010.
A summary of the modeling with particular emphasis on the generation of influence surfaces is
presented in this report.

On a separate project sponsored by the FHWA’s Long Term Bridge Performance Program, the
southbound lane of the Haymarket (Route 15) Bridge was selected for installation of a Structural Health
Monitoring (SHM) system. The Route 15 Bridge is a two-span continuous bridge with a non-uniform
cross section. It is located in Haymarket, Virginia at the intersection of Interstate 66 and Virginia Route
15. Refer to Figure 7 and 8 for a photograph of the bridge and the satellite image of the bridge and its
surrounding area. The Route 15 Bridge has a skew of nearly 17.5 degrees and has six steel girders, re-
composed of built-up plate sections. The bridge has an 8.5 inch composite concrete deck with top
girder flanges embedded into a 3 inch haunch. In-span cross V-diaphragms occur along the span of the
bridge every 22’-8”. Lateral bracing occurs between the fascia girders and the immediate interior
girders. All bridge dimensions were taken from the plan provided by the Virginia department of
Transportation.
Figure 1 SHM Layout Diagram

Figure 2 Cross Section A-A (Courtesy of Virginia Tech)
Figure 3 Cross Section B-B (Courtesy of Virginia Tech)

Figure 4 Cross Section C-C (Courtesy of Virginia Tech)

Figure 5 Cross Section D-D (Courtesy of Virginia Tech)
Quick bridge, the wizard mentioned above, is a template created by SAP2000 to easily begin to model a bridge. This wizard was used to begin modeling the bridge. Refer to Error! Reference source not found..
At this point, SAP2000 has modeled a generic bridge of the span and type specified. The user can provide more details about the bridge for modeling using the bridge wizard. The bridge wizard allows the user to go through a checklist of different components to add to the bridge. Rather than manually draw the components oneself, the wizard (if prompted) will draw and assemble the components for the user.

A layout line is defined to aid in assigning the location of the lanes and the vehicles. SAP2000 had already defined the layout line through the quick bridge option as the center of the bridge. However, due to the skew of the Route 15 Bridge, the layout line was revisited in order to lengthen it so that a passing vehicle would start just before the bridge.

The materials used in the bridge and its components are defined using pull down menus within the wizard. For the Route 15 bridge, the steel members have a yield strength of 36 ksi and the concrete has a compressive strength of 4000 psi.
The frame sections used for the girders were then defined. The Route 15 bridge has a series of different sections that were added to capture the variation along the span of the bridge. The girders are all built-up plate girders. These were defined manually by selecting “Add New Property” (see Error! Reference source not found. 13).

A menu appears allowing the user to define the shape and material of the section (see Error! Reference source not found.). Depending on the type of material, a pull down menu in the top right corner of the menu contains the different types of materials that can be chosen from. For the example, steel and “I/Wide Flange” is selected as the steel section (see Error! Reference source not found.).
For the Route 15 Bridge, one of the plate girders is composed of 16”x1” plates for the flanges and a 52”x3/8” plate for the web. The section was named to make it easily distinguishable from the other sections defined. The dimensions of the frame section are specified in the menu.

Additionally, since there are diaphragms present in the bridge, additional frame sections were added. While the frame sections of the diaphragms are added at this time, the diaphragms were not added to the model until a later step. The diaphragms are made up of angle section and SAP-2000 contains a library of all standard sections for AISC steel shapes and their respective data and dimensions. The desired steel material (A36) and the angle L3½x3½x⅜ was selected. The other frame sections for the diaphragm components were chosen similarly.

The bridge has a non-uniform cross section. As the span gets near the midpoint of the bridge, the web height increases parabolicly. All the necessary I-sections were created, including a representative section at the beginning of the parabolic curve and at the end. This bridge has three varying sections in each span for a total of six varying sections. Non-uniform, or non-prismatic, sections are available from the menus. Once the section has been named, choosing the starting and ending section as well as the overall shape of the curve (linear, parabolic, etc.) based on the previously defined sections. At a later time, the user will be able to assign the generated sections to different spans of the bridge.

![Figure 16 Non-Prismatic Menu](image)
Once the frame sections are defined, the next step was to define the overall bridge section. Once again, the Bridge Wizard was used to select “Deck Sections.”

A menu is available to make changes to the profile of the bridge. Components such as girder sections, deck slab, and deck overhang can be defined. A diagram of the chosen attributes is available in the top right hand corner of the menu and updates as new variables are inputted.
The girder frame sections are the same for each of the six girders, however, vary along the span of the bridge. To capture this, multiple deck sections were created and then assigned to the respective portions of the bridge. The 4000 psi concrete slab constantly has a thickness of 8.5 inches and the spacing between the girders is also constant throughout the entire bridge. The slab overhangs 32 inches from the centerline of the exterior girders on each side and has a thickness of 8.5 inches. Some of the girders have a varying cross section even within the deck span (such as a parabolic curve). The previously defined frame sections are used to capture the variation along the spans. A total of nine bridge sections were created. The overall width of the section includes the overhang. For the Haymarket Bridge, the total width was 527.875 inches.

An useful feature in SAP2000 is that it can easily change between different types of modeling. For instance, all of the bridge attributes can be modeled in a single “spine” model or the bridge can be modeled with area elements (plates and shells). To allow the girders to be modeled using area elements, select “Yes” from the pull-down menu for “Model Girder Using Area Elements.”

Diaphragms are structural supports that are spaced throughout the bridge, perpendicular to the girders, which help to transfer loads to other members. They provide stiffness and support to the bridge.
There are three options for bridge diaphragms, a solid diaphragm, a chord and brace diaphragm, or a single beam diaphragm. The solid diaphragm can only be used for a concrete bridge while the other two options can be used for a steel bridge. When defining a chord and brace diaphragm, the user has the option to decide among three different options: a V brace, an inverted V brace or an X brace. For the Route 15 bridge, the diaphragms are all chord and brace diaphragms with X braces. There were three different chord and brace diaphragms defined for this bridge. The diaphragms over the abutments and the pier have both a top chord and a bottom chord while the intermediate diaphragms only have a bottom chord.

The frame sections for the diaphragm previously can be added.
SAP-2000 uses Bridge Objects as data structures to describe a bridge. Using the Bridge Object Definition menu, the user has the ability to input many of the components including frame sections, deck sections, a bridge skew, diaphragms, and other bridge components.

The menu lists the spans that were previously defined. The Route 15 Bridge has multiple sections that needed to be assigned to different parts of the bridge. This is done is by subdividing the span into smaller sections where the cross-section changed shape and then assigning different deck sections (previously defined) the span sections.

![Figure 22 Bridge Object Definition Menu](image1.png)

![Figure 23 Bridge Object Data Menu](image2.png)
The menu provides for defining portions of existing spans. A “Span Label” provides a distinguishable name for the span section and the station at which it occurs. The value for the station is the location along the entire length of the bridge where the end of the span is located. For the Route 15 Bridge, the girders have a constant cross section for the first 19'-8” (236 inches) of the bridge. The next 66'-0” (792 inches) have a different girder cross section and so on. In total, the Haymarket Bridge was subdivided into 14 span sections.

The abutments for the bridge were defined next by returning to the “Bridge Object Data” menu. The “Bridge Object Abutment Assignments” menu was used to define the start and end abutment. For the Haymarket Bridge, the skew angle was 17.4528°. The diaphragm over the abutment was assigned in the “Diaphragm Property” box under the angle previously entered. The skew and diaphragm definitions were entered for both the start and end abutments. If desired, the user can alter other abutment information such as the information about the superstructure, substructure or the bearings.
The center support was defined by selecting “Bents” from the “Modify/Show Assignments” list. The middle support bent occurs at mid-span (i.e. at the end of span “S7”). For the Route 15 Bridge, span “S7” will be the first span to consider since it ends at the mid-span of the bridge. The diaphragm present at the bent was defined using the pull-down menu for “Diaphragm Property.” The bearing properties were defined using “Bearing Assignment” section. The skew angle was entered in degrees in the box for the “Bearing Angle.”
When the span sections were added, by default, SAP2000 adds a bent to the end of each span. The Route 15 Bridge does not have a bent at each span section end. The unnecessary bents were removed by selecting “None” from the pull-down menu for “Bent Property.” As was done for span “S7” previously, the bearing angle of the bridge should be entered for each span regardless of whether or not a bent is present.
The diaphragms that were previously defined were assigned to their respective locations along the span of the bridge. The user must determine the distance into the span in which the diaphragm occurs. For example, one of the first diaphragms occurs at 280 inches from the start of the girder. Since span, “S1,” only has a length of 236 inches, the diaphragm will occur at 44 inches into span, “S2.” Therefore, to add the first diaphragm, span “S2” was selected along with the corresponding diaphragm. Then the distance of 44 inches was entered with the appropriate bearing angle. The other diaphragms were all added similarly.
Once all the bridge elements were added and adjusted, the plan view of the bridge was updated to show the bridge with accuracy. The skew is shown for each component and the diaphragms and spans are indicated. Also, note that the span list has updated to indicate the spans that end with a bent (e.g. span “S7”).
Once all the data has been input, the model be viewed using different types of elements. The difference between each level of modeling is the amount of detail that is depicted as well as the analysis time. There are three different types of models provided by SAP-2000. A spine model, an area and spine model, and a complete area model, each with increasing levels of detail and computational effort. A Solid Object Model is also available but was not considered for this problem due to the complexity. The different model options are accessed via the “Update Bridge Structural Model” menu. From the Bridge Wizard menu, select “Update Linked Model.” Once the menu has appeared, the right-hand column gives the modeling options.

![Figure 30 Bridge Model Update Menu](image)

The spine model using frame objects takes all of the bridge attributes and models them as one line. This type of model can be advantageous because the analysis will take much less time to run and it is fast to obtain the overall bridge response (including the deflected shape or moment diagram. However, a spine model will not physically show the details of the bridge, so incorrect modeling may easily be overlooked. For the Route 15 Bridge model, this level of modeling was inadequate because the influence surface is desired for many different points along the entire span of the bridge and not merely along the center. Also, since displacements can only be obtained at nodes, such a model would limit the amount of data attained since there are much fewer nodes present.
Two different types of area models can be created. One of the models depicts area elements for the deck and slab but the girders are modeled as spine elements, or girder lines as shown in Error! Reference source not found.. This model can be the best option if the girders have a uniform cross section throughout the entire length of the bridge since the varying cross section will not need to be shown. Due to the types of data that were desired for the Route 15 Bridge, this option was selected for the majority of the analysis work. It was necessary to have at least beam elements and multiple nodes rather than one encompassing spine model. The precision of the data was still very similar to the precision when using the next complex model and the analysis took much less time to run than an entire area model, one hour versus thirty hours.
The third option was to model the bridge as a complete area model, including the girders. This is depicted in Figure 33, with the bridge modeled completely with area elements. This type of model was used for certain analyses of the Route 15 Bridge in order to obtain specific information, such as the girder end rotations since there are shell elements composing the girders rather than beam elements.
SAP2000 defines lanes initially as part of the quick bridge. The principal purpose of the lanes is to specify the position of a moving load. Lanes can be straight or curved to model different vehicle movements. Generally, the user will create lanes to replicate those on the bridge in lane width and relative distance from the centerline of the bridge.

The “Bridge Lane Data” menu allows the user to input or modify data about the lane. Based on the location of the layout line defined from Quick Bridge, lanes can be created by offsetting from the layout line and the width can be entered. The plan view in the lower left corner will update to illustrate the lane in relation to the layout line.

If the lanes defined by Quick Bridge are inadequate and new lanes must be added without using the layout line, the user can select “Add New Lane Defined from Frames.” The lane is the path defined by the order of the frames. This manner to create lanes is a good alternative; however, it is much faster to create the lanes based on the layout line. In the case of the Route 15 Bridge, there were a total of two straight lanes. However, because general influence surfaces were desired for the Route 15 bridge, additional lanes were defined order to obtain influence data for many point load locations.
If an influence surface, movie capture, or similar feature is desired from the analysis, vehicles must be defined. The Route 15 Bridge analysis required stresses and strains based on the influence line.
therefore a vehicle was defined. The Bridge Wizard was used to select vehicles and define vehicles using the available menus (see Error! Reference source not found.).

To select a standard vehicle, a pull-down menu is provided. Standard vehicles can be selected from a list compiled by SAP2000 in which vehicle information has already been inputted into the software. If a vehicle needs to be adjusted, the “Modify/Show Vehicle” can be selected and corrections or alterations can be made. For the Haymarket Bridge analysis, a standard HS-20 was chosen as the analysis vehicle.

If the intended vehicle is not a standard vehicle, provisions are made to specify a general vehicle. The load can be defined as a uniform load by entering the magnitude under “Uniform Load” or as an axle load.
Vehicle classes are used to group vehicles together for the analysis. If only one vehicle is inputted to a vehicle class, then the response from just the one vehicle will be reported. If, however, more than one vehicle is in a vehicle class, the entire caravan of vehicles will be used in the analysis, but with the vehicles crossing the bridge one at a time.
In order to control the types of output created during an analysis involving a moving load, as well as the level of refinement of the output, the “Moving Load Case Results Saved” menu is used. This menu offers control over many output parameters including displacements, stresses, and reactions. Additionally, the “method of calculation” can also be adjusted either as exact or at some other refinement level. Some benefits of using this menu is that the analysis time can be drastically cut back depending on which parameters are adjusted.

Load patterns provide a way to load the bridge in different manners. The existing load patterns can be modified by editing the text boxes and selecting “Modify Load Pattern.” The user can also add new patterns by entering the new data and then selecting “Add New Load Pattern.” Loads patterns were each individually added to the Load Pattern list for the Haymarket Bridge.
There are many additional load pattern types that can be defined by selecting “Other” from the “Type” pull-down menu. Some options are available including Pedestrian Live Load, Bridge Live Load, and Quake Load. If a linear multi-step static load case is desired for the analysis, it is necessary to add a “Bridge Live” load pattern to the list. Once the Bridge Live load is on the load pattern list, select “Modify Bridge Live Load” to view the “Multi Step Live Load Pattern Generation” menu.

From the multi step menu, the user can input specific parameters about the load pattern such as the type of vehicle that drives across a specific lane. The speed of the vehicle and the load duration can be identified as well. This information enables SAP2000 to generate the load steps and a movie capture of the vehicle if desired.

Load cases include the various types of loadings that the bridge experiences due to different sources. Rather than lumping all the loads into one value, SAP2000 allows the user to input the magnitudes and directions of the different types of loads including the dead loads, live loads, etc. The software has the capability for the loads to be applied linearly or nonlinearly to the structure.

Load cases are specified using “Load Cases” from the Bridge Wizard. The “Define Load Cases” menu will appear and will display the load cases that are defined. By default, three load cases will have already been defined, including dead, modal, and moving loads.
The dead loads are the weights that the bridge feels due to stationary objects on the bridge. This includes the self-weight of all the bridge components as well as other objects such as parapets, etc. The self-weight of the bridge is automatically included by adjusting the self-weight multiplier to ‘1’ on the “Define Load Patterns” menu. This option was used for the Route 15 Bridge.

The live load includes those loads that are temporary or moveable. Although a moving truck or car would classify as a live load, SAP2000 has a separate classification for the moving load.

Moving loads must be defined in order to obtain the results of an influence line or influence. Specific parameters must be defined for moving loads. These parameters include lanes, vehicles, and vehicle classes. The user can input the number of lanes loaded during the analysis, the applied loads, and which lanes are loaded. For the Route 15 Bridge, the moving load was established to load each lane. A moving load was essential in order to obtain the required influence surface data.
Once the bridge model and the moving load cases were defined a moving load analysis was completed resulting in a very large output file. The output file contained the specified bridge response for every member in the bridge model at every node for all moving loads. SAP-2000 creates influence surface files internally to accomplish this. These influence files can be queried through the display analysis output menus. This capability was exploited to produce influence surface files for each of the sensors selected to provide the input data for subsequent processing.

Once the analysis was finished a number of visualization and data output options are available. The deformed shape can be rendered using the “Show Deformed Shape” option. In the case of the Route 15 Bridge, viewing the deformed shape helped to verify that the boundary conditions were properly imposed on the bridge. Since the deflected shape was known, it was simple to determine if a support had been improperly defined. In addition, deflections at specific locations, a node or beam element can be obtained by right-clicking on a node or element and results of the analysis are displayed for that object.

Forces and stresses can also be easily seen by selecting “Display Forces and Stresses” from the “Display” menu. The user has the option of viewing the moment envelope for the entire bridge section or for individual girder lines for various load cases for different load cases. A table can also be viewed containing all the selected data.
Of particular importance to this project is the ability to visualize and output influence surfaces. The “Show Influence Line/Surface” menu allows the user to specify for what object the influence surface will be displayed. Depending on the lanes that were previously defined, the user can select the lanes in which the influence data will be reported for. For the Route 15 Bridge two travel lanes were specified. Depending on the manner in which the user wants to view the information, either a table of data can be obtained or the influence surface can be imposed on the undeformed rendering of the model. For the analysis of the Route 15 Bridge, the information was most useful in tabular form because the data was needed for interpolation and simulation purposes. Once the desired table of data appears, the data can be pasted into an Excel Spreadsheet for further evaluation. This capability was used to transfer the influence surface files from SAP-2000 to Excel for subsequent use.

To collect moment influence data for the Route 15 Bridge, frame data was used to specify the exact location of the sensors for moment data was required. When “Frame” is selected from the “Show Influence Line/Surface” menu, the menu changes to display different output variables (including shear and moment). When a frame element is selected, the user must input the location along the frame for which the influence surface data is desired. For the Route 15 Bridge, influence data was desired specific sensor locations. The sensor locations were 653 inches and 2611 inches along Girders 3 and 5 respectively.
These correspond to the locations where strain gages SG3N, SG3S, SG5N and SG5S were installed on the bridge. A relative distance ratio is used to define specific location on frame elements in SAP-2000.
Once specified, the software will generate tables of moments at the desired frame locations, in this instance, the four sensor locations. These tables were exported into Excel worksheets and used in subsequent simulations. The influence surfaces showing the moment response of each sensor location to a 1 kip point load are shown in Figures 51, 52, 53 and 54.

4 Influence Surfaces

The capability to simulate the bridge response to a heavy vehicle was an essential requirement for this project. It was necessary to simulate the bridge response to a representative sample of hundreds of trucks to create a bridge response database that was then used to develop the algorithms to determine lane occupancy, vehicle speed, vehicle classification and gross vehicle weight.

It was not feasible to use SAP-2000 for this task because a single analysis required an hour or more. However, once the influence surface is determined for a particular sensor, then that surface can be used to quickly calculate the response at that sensor to any number of point loads at any position on the bridge. This is based upon the principle of superposition and is applicable for any linear input/output function. Therefore, the procedure developed is limited to linear bridge response. Fortunately, the response of most highway bridges to vehicular live load, is linear. This was verified by live load testing on the Route 15 bridge as part of the calibration and testing of the SHM system.

The influence surfaces for each sensor were converted to MATLAB© matrices and stored for retrieval when needed.

Figure 51 Influence Surface for SG3N
Figure 52 Influence Surface for SG3S

Figure 53 Influence Surface for SG5N
The characteristic features of these influence surfaces are the high peak when the point load is directly over the sensor and the very flat response in the opposite span for point loads in different position. This second characteristic was found to be very useful in estimating gross vehicle weights.

5 Simulation of Arbitrary Truck Loading

The use of an influence surface to simulate the response of a truck can be illustrated by demonstrating the principle on a one dimensional beam using an influence line. The extension to two dimensions is straightforward. A two span bridge with a single point load is shown in Figure 55. Also shown are two sensors.
The moments at sensor 1 and sensor 2 are plotted as the point load moves from one end of the bridge to the other are shown in Figure 56. The characteristics of a maximum when the point load is at the sensor location and a relatively flat response in the opposite span is also present in the influence line.

The response of sensor 1 to the group of point loads shown in Figure 57 (a standard HS-20 design load) is shown in Figure 58.

![Figure 56 Moment Influence Lines for Sensors 1 and 2](image1)

![Figure 57 AASHTO HS-20 Design Vehicle](image2)

![Figure 58 Response at Sensor 1 for HS-20 Vehicle Passing Over Beam](image3)
A MATLAB® function (route15bridgesimulation7) was created to simulate the response at any of the four sensors to the passage of an arbitrary vehicle traveling in either of the two traffic lanes at any speed. The code for all function referenced are included in an appendix to this report. The function is passed the lane #, the sensor #, the speed and a matrix containing data describing the truck and returns three vectors, time in seconds for the vehicle position, an x coordinate of the position of the front axle of the truck and a vector of strain values at the specified sensor associated with each time and x coordinate value. A subordinate function, on bridge, is used to determine if a particular tire is on the bridge or not. This is necessary because tires move onto and off of the bridge during a truck passage.

This function was used to simulate the bridge response to random truck loads.

6 Generation of Random SU3 and 3-S2 Bridge Response Database

The literature review documented that two classes of heavy vehicles dominate the truck fleet in the United States. These are a three axle single unit truck, designated SU3, and a five axle semi-tractor trailer combination, designated 3-S2. These two vehicle classes were the focus of this study. The procedure developed classifies heavy trucks as either of these two classes.

A bridge response database was created by generating hundreds of virtual SU3 and 3-S2 trucks with random variation of payload (the difference between the gross vehicle weight of a vehicle and its tare (empty) weight), axle spacing, and gauge (the distance between the wheels). These virtual trucks were passed to the route15bridgesimulation7 function. The bridge response database was created using two additional MATLAB® function, GenerateRandomSU3Trucks and GenerateRandom3S2Trucks.

These functions accept a single argument, the number of virtual trucks to simulate, and return four vectors. A vector of random gross vehicle weights, a vector of time, x coordinates and strain values at a specific sensor.

The characteristics of the SU3 vehicle used were based upon FHWA’s Truck Size and Weight reports. The SU3 vehicle used in this study is shown in Figure 59. The maximum legal load for this vehicle has a nominal value of 48,000 pounds. However it is not uncommon for vehicles of this class to have higher gross vehicle weights (GVW) with or without permits.

The distribution of the GVW to the axles and tires is also shown in Figure 59. This is for the fully loaded case. For other loading cases, where the payload is variable, the following equations were used to distribute the GVW weight to the axles.

\[
W_{axle1} = 10K + 6K \times (GVW - 22.6K) / 25.4K
\]

\[
W_{axle2} = 6.2K + 9.8K \times (GVW - 22.6K) / 25.4K
\]

\[
W_{axle3} = 6.2K + 9.8K \times (GVW - 22.6K) / 25.4K
\]
The response of sensor SG3N to a nominal fully loaded SU3 truck traveling in lane 1 at different speeds is shown in Figure 60.

The response traces are all very similar with different time bases as expected.

In order to capture the effect of variations in payload, axle spacing and gauge a MatLab© routine was used to generate random vehicles. Note that the maximum GVW is limited to 48 Kip.

The response of SG3N to 10 random trucks in Lane 1 traveling at 40 mph is shown in Figure 61. The same approach was used to generate random events for the 3-S2 vehicles but with additional axles and higher GVW.
\[
\text{PayLoad} = \text{meanPayload} + \text{randn}(1) \times \text{meanPayload}/2;
\]
\[
\text{Gauge} = \text{meanGauge} + \text{rand}(1) \times 6;
\]
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{if } \text{PayLoad} < 0 \\
\text{PayLoad} &= 0; \\
\text{elseif } \text{PayLoad} > \text{maxPayload} \\
\text{PayLoad} &= \text{maxPayload}; \\
\end{align*}
\]
\[
\text{GVW} = 22.6 + \text{PayLoad};
\]
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{AS1} &= \text{meanSpace12} + \text{randn}(1) \times 36; \\
\text{AS2} &= \text{meanSpace23} + \text{randn}(1) \times 12; \\
\text{TruckData} &= [L\text{bridge} + \text{AS2 NumT 0; } \\
0 &-\text{Gauge } (10 + 6 \times (\text{GVW} - 22.6)/\text{maxPayload})/2 \\
0 &-\text{Gauge } (10 + 6 \times (\text{GVW} - 22.6)/\text{maxPayload})/2 \\
\text{AS1} &-\text{Gauge } (6.2 + 9.8 \times (\text{GVW} - 22.6)/\text{maxPayload})/2 \\
\text{AS1} &-\text{Gauge } (6.2 + 9.8 \times (\text{GVW} - 22.6)/\text{maxPayload})/2 \\
\text{AS2} &-\text{Gauge } (6.2 + 9.8 \times (\text{GVW} - 22.6)/\text{maxPayload})/2 \\
\text{AS2} &-\text{Gauge } (6.2 + 9.8 \times (\text{GVW} - 22.6)/\text{maxPayload})/2];
\end{align*}
\]
Figure 61 Response of SG3N to 10 Random SU3 Trucks

Figure 62 Definition of 3-S2 Truck

*Tare weight = 24K
The distribution of GVW to individual axles on the 3-S2 vehicle is given in the following equations.

\[ W_{\text{axle}_1} = 10K + 2K \times (GVW - 24K) / 56K \]

\[ W_{\text{axle}_2} = 5K + 12K \times (GVW - 24K) / 56K \]

\[ W_{\text{axle}_3} = 5K + 12K \times (GVW - 24K) / 56K \]

\[ W_{\text{axle}_4} = 2K + 15K \times (GVW - 24K) / 56K \]

\[ W_{\text{axle}_5} = 2K + 15K \times (GVW - 24K) / 56K \]

The response of sensor SG5S to 10 random 3-S2 vehicles in lane 2 traveling at 30 mph is shown in Figure 63.

![Figure 63 Response of Sensor SG5S to 10 random 3-S2 Trucks](image)

Using these functions, the response of the bridge to hundreds of events was simulated. These responses were examined and patterns and relationships useful for providing the desired information were identified.

The response of all four sensors to the passage of an SU3 vehicle is shown in Figure 64.
Figure 64 Trace of All Four Sensors to a SU3 Truck

The response to a 3-S2 vehicle is shown in Figure 65.

Figure 65 Response of all Four Sensors to a 3-S2 Truck

7 Lane distribution determination
It was noted that for all truck event simulations the ratio of the peak positive strain for SG3N and the peak positive strain for SG5N were greater than 1 when the vehicle was in lane 1 and was less than 1 when the vehicle was in lane 2.

This relationship held for all truck events. The ration SG3N/SG5N was calculated for the maximum positive strain value and was the lane occupation classifier for all truck events.

8 Speed determination

The relationship that was found useful for calculating vehicle speed was the time lag between the peak positive strain events for the sensors on the same girder line. This time lag is present in Figures 68 and 69.

The peak positive strain on sensor SG3N occurs at 2.28 seconds. The corresponding peak strain occurs on sensor SG3S at 7.45 seconds. The distance along Girder 3 between sensor SG3N and Sensor SG3S is 1953 inches. With this known distance and time difference a speed can be calculated.
\[
\frac{dx}{dt} = \frac{1953 \text{ inches}}{(7.45 - 2.28) \text{ seconds}} = 20.8 \text{ mph}
\]

Figure 67 Lane Occupancy Determination
The second example is for a SU3 vehicle traveling at 60 mph in lane 1. Similar speed calculations utilizing the time lag between the peak values produce the following results.

\[
\frac{dx}{dt} = \frac{1953\text{ inches}}{(2.56 - 0.76) \text{ seconds}} = 61.8\text{ mph}
\]

The accuracy is dependent upon the sampling rate and measurement precision, but an estimate of vehicle speed within 5 percent appears very achievable. This procedure was used to determine vehicle speed for all truck events.
Classification of vehicle type was the most difficult portion of this project. Examination of the traces of SU3 and 3-S2 vehicles shows a great deal of similarity. The primary difference in the traces is the presence of a second peak with 3-S2 vehicle and a single peak for the SU3 vehicles. A peak in a signal implies that these should be a point where the slope of the signal should change sign. It was reasoned that a trace of $du/dx$ might be more informative and a more powerful discriminator for vehicle class determination than the strain traces directly. Traces of $du/dx$ were produced for random vehicles of both classes in both lanes. It was found, that the values of $du/dx$ were quite small and a more useful signal was a trace of $du/dx$ normalized by the peak value. The results are shown in the following figures.

![Trace of Strain for SG3N for Passage of SU3 Truck in Lane 1](image1)

![Trace of Normalized $du/dx$ for SG3N for Passage of SU3 Truck in Lane 1](image2)

Figure 70 Response Traces for SU3 Truck in Lane 1
Figure 71 Response Traces for SU3 in Lane 2

Figure 72 Response Traces for 3-S2 Truck in Lane 1
Figure 73 Response Traces for 3-S2 in Lane 2

As expected, the normalize du/dx trace showed a significant difference between SU3 and 3-S2 vehicles. This difference is the “bump” in the trace which is present for 3-S2 vehicles and absent for SU3 vehicles. It is probably associated with the rear tandem axle group. This “bump” has different magnitudes and a quantitative threshold was not found to be useful.

Figure 74 Empirically Determined Classification Feature Vector
A more powerful classification method was needed. The features to be differentiated happen at the same portion of the traces, between an x coordinate of 650 inches and an x coordinate of 1650 inches.

The traces for 50 random SU3 trucks and 50 random 3-S2 trucks are compared in Figure 75.

The difference is easily observed. It was decided that this is a good candidate for a neural network pattern recognition application. To apply a neural network solution a feature vector capturing the important characteristics of the two different classes was needed.

This was accomplished by interpolating the normalized du/dx values for 20 points along the bridge, beginning at x = 650 inches and for 50 inch increments up to x = 1650 inches. Some resulting characteristic feature vectors are shown in Figures 76 and 77.
Two MATLAB© functions were used to generate 50 random feature vectors for each class of vehicles. These are GenerateRandomSU3TruckVector and GenerateRandom3S2TruckVector. These feature vectors were used to train a neural network classifier utilizing the patternnet functions available in the MATLAB© neural network toolbox.
A schematic of the resulting neural network is shown in Figure 78. The random feature vectors for the SU3 and 3-S2 vehicles were used to train a feed forward neural network with 20 inputs and 2 outputs. Excellent results were obtained with only 8 neurons in the hidden layer.

The overall results are summarized in the confusion matrix and as can be seen, 100% accuracy was obtained on the training data.
At first it was thought that two networks would be needed, one for vehicle in lane 1 and another for vehicles in lane 2. It turned out that a single neural network classifier was able to accurately classify vehicle classes for both lanes. The trained neural network was used to classify SU3 and 3-S2 vehicles.

10 Gross vehicle weight estimation

The final task for extracting useful information from the SHM data was to estimate gross vehicle weight.

At first, an investigation of the use of the maximum positive strain response was performed. The maximum response of all four sensors to 100 random 3-S2 trucks is shown in Figure 80.

![Maximum Positive Strain for 100 3-S2 Trucks in Lane 1](image)

**Figure 80 Relation Between Peak Positive Strain and GVW**

The linear relationship between maximum strain and GVW is obvious. However the response is also affected by variations in axle spacing and gauge, especially for the upstream sensors. The upstream sensors are located at the peak of the influence surface. It was observed that the influence surfaces for all gages had a characteristically flat region in the span opposite that for which the sensor is installed. This was found to be useful in estimating gross vehicle weight.

The minimum negative strain for all sensors was determined for 100 random SU3 trucks in lanes 1 and 2. The results are shown in Figures 81 and 82.
The linear relationship between minimum strain for all sensors in striking. The best GVW predictor for SU3 vehicles in lane 1 is the regression equation for SG3S. The best GVW predictor for SU3 vehicles in lane 2 is the regression equation for SG5S.

A similar procedure was used to develop GVW estimators for 3-S2 vehicles.
The best GVW predictor for 3-S2 vehicles in lane 1 is the regression equation for SG3S. The best GVW predictor for SU3 vehicles in lane 2 is the regression equation for SG5S.

The regression equations are different for SU3 and 3-S2 vehicles.
11 Validation using actual truck data

To evaluate and demonstrate the utility of the procedure presented it was used to extract lane occupancy, speed, vehicle class and GVW from actual data obtained from the SHM system.

Raw data was obtained from Virginia Tech covering two hours of data acquisition in October of 2011. The raw data was very noisy and each of the strain gage channels was at a different base level. It was also noted that many episodes of extremely high or extremely low values were present in the data. The data was first processed to remove the very high and very low spurious signals. The next step applied a 2500 sample running average to bring all sensor reading to a common mean value of zero. Next, individual strain events which exceeded a threshold value of 40 με were identified as likely truck events. It was noted that there were many hundreds of instances where data was missing. The data logger time stamped each record and there were many gaps in the records. Individual truck events were selected for processing where the data was complete. The results are summarized below.

11.1 Truck Event 1

The first truck event is shown in Figure 85.
There is still a significant level of high frequency noise in the raw data. A fourth order Butterworth low pass filter with a 1 Hz cutoff frequency was used to remove the high frequency noise but retain the important truck response data. The resulting signals are shown in Figure 86. The same filter was applied to all truck signals.

The SG3N/SG5N ration is greater than 1, so the vehicle was in lane 1.

The time lag between peaks on SG3S and SG3N is 4.6 seconds. This results in a speed estimate of 24 mph.

The classification feature vector for this truck is shown in Figure 87.
When this feature vector was presented to the trained neural network it classified the vehicle as SU3.

The minimum negative strain measured by sensor SG3S is $-11.36 \mu \varepsilon$. The estimated GVW is therefore

$$GVW = -5.82 \times -11.36 + 0.08 = 66.2 \text{ Kips}$$

Summarizing the results for the Truck 1

- Lane 1
- 24 mph
- SU3
- 66.2 K
11.2 Truck Event 2

The filtered signals for the second truck are shown in Figure 89.
The ratio SG3N/SG5N is greater than 1 which corresponds to a vehicle in lane 1.

The time lag between peaks for SG3N and SG3S is 4.04 seconds leading to an estimate speed of 28 mph.

The classification feature vector for Truck 2 is shown below.

![Lane 1, Classification Vector](image)

Figure 90 Feature Vector for Truck #2

When presented to the neural net classifier the result is 3-S2.
Figure 91 Neural Network Classification for Truck #2

The gross vehicle weight for a 3-S2 vehicle in lane 1 is calculated to be:

\[ GVW = -6.16 \times -(11.06) - 0.18 = 67.9 \text{ Kips} \]

Summarizing for Truck 2

- Lane 1
- 28 mph
- 3-S2
- 67.9 K

11.3 Truck Event 3

The filtered response for the third truck is shown in Figure 92. It is noted that the amplitude for the downstream peak is much lower than expected.
To investigate this anomaly, a time series plot of the strain data was created. This is possible because the data record for each sample contains a time stamp. The result is shown in Figure 93. There was 1.36 second period for which not data was reported. This corresponds to the period when the truck was in the southern span of the bridge. The missing data made it impossible to estimate the speed of the truck. However, the remaining information about this truck passage was able to be determined.

The SG3N/SG5N ratio at the peak response was 0.57. The truck was occupying lane 2.

As noted, the vehicle speed could not be determined due to the absence of the second peak data.

The classification vector for this truck event is shown in Figure 94.
As noted a significant period of missing data was discovered, accounting for the low peak values in the sample number plot. Based upon this observation, it is recommended that time series as well as sequential sample plots be created and examined for such anomalies.
As shown in Figure 95, this feature vector was classified as a 3-S2 truck.
The GVW of this truck was determined using the appropriate regression equation.

\[
GVW = -4.27 \times (-13.73) + 0.21 = 58.8 \text{ Kips}
\]

Summarizing for Truck 3

- Lane 2
- unknown
- 3-S2
- 58.8 K

### 11.4 Truck event 4

The filtered response the fourth, and final, truck is shown in Figure 96.

![Figure 96 Filtered Data for Truck #4](image)

The time series plot of the same data is shown in Figure 97.
Another episode of missing data was discovered. However, the missing data is outside of that portion used to determine the desired information and is not consequential.

The SG3N/SG5N ratio is 0.55. Therefore, truck 4 occupied lane 2.

The time lag between the peak of SG5N and SG5S is 3.36 seconds. This corresponds to an estimated speed of 33 mph.

The classification vector for this truck is shown in Figure 98 below.
When this vector was presented to the neural network, it was classified as a SU3 vehicle.

The gross vehicle weight was determined using the appropriate regression equation

\[ GVW = -3.81 \times (-8.83) + 0.49 = 34.1 \text{ Kips} \]

Summarizing for Truck 4

- Lane 2
- 33 mph
- SU3
- 34.1 K

The procedure successfully provided the desired information for three out of four examples. For the one example where all of the desired information was not provided the problem was caused by missing data. Speed was the only piece of information which could not be determined and values were provided for lane occupancy, classification and GVW.

It was noted during the extraction of truck events from the filtered data, that the majority of trucks were traveling in Lane 1. It was also noted that the speeds did not vary as widely as expected. The data
used to evaluate the procedure on actual truck traffic was obtained from Virginia Tech. It was collected on October 6, 2011 between 12:22 PM and 2:34 PM. The sampling rate was 25 samples per second. The total number of records provided was over 200,000. After removing spurious data, more than 180,000 records remained. Truck events were identified as contiguous records where the strain values exceeded 40 με. This was a somewhat arbitrary threshold determined by observing plots of the total record series and noting that significant peak events were above that threshold. Using the 40 με threshold, 77 events were identified in the roughly 2 hour period. This provided a sufficient number of events for testing. A lower threshold would have identified many additional truck events as shown in Figure 99 displaying the filtered data for 10,000 contiguous samples.

![Filtered Sensor Traces (10,000 samples)](image)

Figure 99 Filtered Data for 10,000 Samples

A 10 με threshold could be used. The procedure is not sensitive to the threshold value used to identify trucks. The low variation in speed might also be related to the fact that the sample was obtained during the midday hours when traffic volumes are high. There are also traffic signals upstream and downstream of the bridge which would also keep the speeds relatively low.

Additional data was requested and received but the new data did not include values for sensor SG3N. That channel of the SHM system was no longer operational. SG3N is the upstream sensor in lane 1 and is a necessary input for the procedure. The October 6th data was therefore used to demonstrate that the procedure works on actual field data.
12 Findings and Conclusions

Using SHM data to provide information that is useful for bridge management is possible. A simple and easily reproducible procedure to extract lane occupancy, speed, vehicle classification and gross vehicle weight was developed and tested.

The data from the SHM contained a great deal of noise and low pass filtering was required to extract the primary response of the bridge to heavy trucks. This noise could come from a number of sources. The sensors were connected to the data acquisition system by wires and are therefore susceptible to electromagnetic interference. It was noted during the live load testing conducted under the Long Term Bridge performance program project that the dynamic amplification on this bridge was significant.

Figure 100 was excerpted from the report prepared by Virginia Tech. It shows the difference between a slow speed event, the loading vehicle traveling at about 25 mph, and a high speed event, the loading vehicle traveling at 55 mph. The dynamic response was not considered in this study and is identified as a possible future research topic.

The utility the influence response surface to model and simulate the response of the bridge to arbitrary truck loads was demonstrated. The ease with which the influence surface for a bridge can be provided by the SAP-2000 software was demonstrated. Influence surfaces provide a very useful tool for
determining the response of a bridge to arbitrary loadings. This is also an area where future research is suggested but with a focus on load rating and load permitting.

The predominance of heavy truck traffic in lane 1 was noted on this bridge. It is unknown whether this is a general characteristic of all bridges on all roads or whether this is a characteristic of this bridge given that there is an on-ramp to Interstate highway 66 located immediately south of this bridge.

The reliability of the SHM, i.e. the availability of the input data, was not very good. Although the procedure developed in this study is able to extract useful information for bridge management, it relies upon the data provided by the SHM. There were problems with missing data, non-functioning channels and overall system operation during this study.

13 Future research

Overall, this study was very successful in that it was able to provide useful information for bridge management. However, there are several areas where additional or follow-on research is suggested.

The procedure developed under this study worked very well for individual truck events. These truck events were identified as occurring when a particular strain threshold was exceeded. In the majority of cases these threshold exceeding events were due to the passage of a single truck. In a few instance, the signals show a pattern which suggests the presence of multiple trucks, as shown in Figure 101.
The current procedure must be modified to deal with multiple occurrence events. These could be trucks that are side by side or with very low headway between the individual vehicles.

It is also possible that these strange events are due to vehicle other than a SU3 or 3-S2 truck. The vehicle classification procedure is able to differentiate between SU3 and 3-S2 vehicles. These two vehicle types account for the majority of heavy trucks in the US fleet.

As shown in Figure 102, there are many other truck classes defined by the FHWA.
A logical follow-on study is to investigate if the SHM based approach can accurately classify the other heavy vehicles.

The classification procedure developed under this study used a neural network approach to differentiate between two vehicle classes. There are many other statistical classification methods and it is possible that a different method might perform this task more accurately or with less computational effort. It is also the case that neural networks are not easy to describe and are viewed as a “black box” approach.

It is suggested that the following classification methods be investigated for utility for vehicle classification:

- Linear classifiers
  - Fisher's linear discriminant
  - Logistic regression
  - Naive Bayes classifier
  - Perceptron
- Support vector machines
  - Least squares support vector machines
- Quadratic classifiers
- Kernel estimation
- k-nearest neighbor
- Decision trees
- Bayesian networks
- Hidden Markov models
- Learning vector quantization

The procedure developed for this study is very much tied to the specific bridge which was instrumented. The speed, vehicle classification and GVW estimation procedures all made use of features and characteristics of the influence surface for this bridge. In particular, the fact that the bridge was a two span continuous structure was very much exploited. Another follow-on study is to investigate how transferable the procedure is to other bridge types.

As noted, the procedures developed did not account for the dynamic behavior of the bridge. Another research study could be an investigation of the significance of bridge dynamics on the ability to extract useful bridge management information from SHM data.

A final future research study would be to develop a general approach to the use of influence surfaces for bridge load rating and permitting. While SAP-2000 provides a useful capability for the generation of influence surfaces for a specific bridge, this is not unique to SAP-2000. Any general purpose finite element modeling package can produce an influence surface. However, these influence surfaces require large file sizes to store. It is suggested to investigate how influence surfaces might be created for any bridge in an efficient manner. As a part of this study, it is suggested to also investigate low fidelity surfaces, those with minimal number of interpolation points. Also, investigate how a response surface could be compactly stored, either with a compression approach or parameterization.
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MATLAB Code

%InfluenceInterp1 - Creates matrices of influence surface data for sensor SG3N on the Route 15 Bridge.
% This m-file will assemble influence data from an excel spreadsheet exported from SAP-2000 model into matrices of data and export the variables to a mat file for use in subsequent functions.
% A very similar program was used for sensors SG3S, SG5N and SG5S
% Author: Katherine Feeley
% modified by Steven Chase
% email: sbc2h@virginia.edu
% April 2010; Last revision: July 2012

------------- BEGIN CODE -------------

SheetName = 'SG3N';
X = xlsread('InfluenceTable.xlsx',SheetName,'A2:A7876');
Y = xlsread('InfluenceTable.xlsx',SheetName,'B2:B7876');
V = xlsread('InfluenceTable.xlsx',SheetName,'C2:C7876');
save('SG3Nvalues.mat','X','Y','V'); %Saves variables to -mat file

------------- END OF CODE -------------
function [ GVWVector, Minu1 Minu2 Minu3 Minu4 ] = GenerateRandomSU3Trucks(Numberoftrucks)
%GenerateRandomSU3Trucks
% This function will generate 5 vectors
% produced by SU3 trucks passing over the bridge
% GVWVector is a vector of size (Numberoftrucks by 1) of random
% Gross Vehicle Weights
% Minu1-4 are vectors of size (Numberoftrucks by 1) of random
% values of the minimum strain produces at sensor #'s 1-4
% NumberofTrucks = Number of trucks simulated
% Random variations of truck dimensions an payload are included
%
% Speed = 40 mph
% Lane = lane 1
% Sensor # 1 = SG3N
% Sensor # 2 = SG3S
% Sensor # 3 = SG5N
% Sensor # 4 = SG5S
% preallocate memory for Vectors
GVWVector = zeros(1,Numberoftrucks);
Minu1 = zeros(1,Numberoftrucks);
Minu2 = zeros(1,Numberoftrucks);
Minu3 = zeros(1,Numberoftrucks);
Minu4 = zeros(1,Numberoftrucks);
Lbridge = 3289.25;
NumT = 6;
Lane = 1;
Speed = 40;
% define mean values of truck characteristics
maxPayload = 25.6;
meanPayload = maxPayload/2;
meanGauge = 40;
meanSpace12 = 120;
meanSpace23 = 168;
% generate Numberoftrucks random SU3 Trucks
for J = 1:Numberoftrucks
    PayLoad = meanPayload + randn(1)*meanPayload/2;
    Gauge = meanGauge + rand(1)*6;
    if PayLoad < 0
        PayLoad = 0;
    elseif PayLoad > maxPayload
        PayLoad = maxPayload;
    end
    GVW = 22.6 + PayLoad;
    AS1 = meanSpace12 + randn(1)*36;
    AS2 = meanSpace23 + randn(1)*12;
    TruckData = [Lbridge+AS2 NumT 0;
                 0 -Gauge (10+6*(GVW-22.6)/maxPayload)/2
                 0  Gauge (10+6*(GVW-22.6)/maxPayload)/2
                 AS1 -Gauge (6.2+9.8*(GVW-22.6)/maxPayload)/2
                 AS1 Gauge (6.2+9.8*(GVW-22.6)/maxPayload)/2
                 AS2 -Gauge (6.2+9.8*(GVW-22.6)/maxPayload)/2
                 AS2 Gauge (6.2+9.8*(GVW-22.6)/maxPayload)/2];
    % simulate passage of trucks over bridge with different sensor outputs
    [~, ~, y1]= route15bridgesimulation7(Lane,1,Speed,TruckData);
    [~, ~, y2]= route15bridgesimulation7(Lane,2,Speed,TruckData);
    [~, ~, y3]= route15bridgesimulation7(Lane,3,Speed,TruckData);
end
function [ GVWVector, Minu1, Minu2, Minu3, Minu4 ] = GenerateRandom3S2Trucks(Numberoftrucks) %GenerateRandom3S2Trucks
% This function will generate 5 vectors
% produced by 3-S2 trucks passing over the bridge
% GVWVector is a vector of size (Numberoftrucks by 1) of random
% Gross Vehicle Weights
% Minu1-4 are vectors of size (Numberoftrucks by 1) of random
% values of the minimum strain produces at sensor #'s 1-4
% NumberofTrucks = Number of trucks simulated
% Random variations of truck dimensions an payload are included
% Speed = 40 mph
% Lane = lane 1
% Sensor # 1 = SG3N
% Sensor # 2 = SG3S
% Sensor # 3 = SG5N
% Sensor # 4 = SG5S
% preallocate memory for Vectors
GVWVector = zeros(1,Numberoftrucks);
Minu1 = zeros(1,Numberoftrucks);
Minu2 = zeros(1,Numberoftrucks);
Minu3 = zeros(1,Numberoftrucks);
Minu4 = zeros(1,Numberoftrucks);
Lbridge = 3289.25;
NumT = 10;
Lane = 1;
Speed = 40;
Tare = 24;
maxPayload = 55;
meanPayload = maxPayload/2;
meanGauge = 36;
meanSpace12 = 120;
meanSpace23 = 168;
meanSpace34 = 588;
meanSpace45 = 636;
for J = 1:Numberoftrucks
PayLoad = meanPayload + randn(1) * meanPayload/2;
if PayLoad < 0
    PayLoad = 0;
elseif PayLoad > maxPayload
    PayLoad = maxPayload;
end
Gauge = meanGauge + randn(1) * 6;
GVW = Tare + PayLoad;
AS1 = meanSpace12 + randn(1) * 24;
AS2 = meanSpace23 + randn(1) * 12;
AS3 = meanSpace34 + randn(1)*36;
AS4 = meanSpace45 + randn(1)*12;
if AS4 > meanSpace45
    AS3 = AS3 - (meanSpace45 - AS4);
end;
TruckData = [Lbridge + AS4 NumT 0;
              0 -Gauge (10+2*(GVW-Tare)/maxPayload)/2
              0 Gauge (10+2*(GVW-Tare)/maxPayload)/2
              AS1 -Gauge (5+12*(GVW-Tare)/maxPayload)/2
              AS1 Gauge (5+12*(GVW-Tare)/maxPayload)/2
              AS2 -Gauge (5+12*(GVW-Tare)/maxPayload)/2
              AS2 Gauge (5+12*(GVW-Tare)/maxPayload)/2
              AS3 -Gauge (2+15*(GVW-Tare)/maxPayload)/2
              AS3 Gauge (2+15*(GVW-Tare)/maxPayload)/2
              AS4 -Gauge (2+15*(GVW-Tare)/maxPayload)/2
              AS4 Gauge (2+15*(GVW-Tare)/maxPayload)/2];
[~, ~, y1]= route15bridgesimulation7(Lane,1,Speed,TruckData);
[~, ~, y2]= route15bridgesimulation7(Lane,2,Speed,TruckData);
[~, ~, y3]= route15bridgesimulation7(Lane,3,Speed,TruckData);
[~, ~, y4]= route15bridgesimulation7(Lane,4,Speed,TruckData);
GVWVector(J) = GVW;
Minu1(J) = min(y1);
Minu2(J) = min(y2);
Minu3(J) = min(y3);
Minu4(J) = min(y4);
end

function [step,Xcord,Strains]=route15bridgesimulation7(lane,no,speed,Truckdata)
% This function will generate 3 vectors
% step is a vector of time values associated with the passage of a
% truck over the bridge. The size of step is determined by the speed of the
% truck, the length of the truck and the time step, s.
% Xcoord is a vector of xcoordinates of the front axle of the truck
% associated with each value of step
% Strains are the strain values for sensor # no
% The time step is fixed at 0.04 seconds because that is the setting of
% the data acquisition system of the SHM.
s = 0.04;
% Inputs:
% lane - The lane number the truck is traveling on (enter a number
% between 1 and 2)
% no - The sensor number (enter a number between 1 and 4)
% speed - speed of the truck as it crosses the bridge (mph)
% Truckdata is a matrix containing data on truck length, number of tires
% and the location of each tire relative to the centerline of the truck
% and the front axle.
% %
% %
% % Author: Steven Chase
% % Built on previous work by: Katie Feeley and Matt Edwards
% % email: mbe2ac@virginia.edu
% % September 2010; Last revision: July-2012
% %
% %---------------------- BEGIN CODE ----------------------
% The program goes through a loop to determine which influence surface
% values to use
if no==1
    load('SG3Nvalues.mat')
zz=653;            %location of strain gage 3N inches
elseif no==2
    load('SG3Svalues.mat')
zz=2611;           %location of strain gage 3S inches
elseif no==3
    load('SG5Nvalues.mat')
zz=653;            %location of strain gage 5N inches
elseif no==4
    load('SG5Svalues.mat')
zz=2611;           %location of strain gage 5S inches
else
    display('There are only 4 sensors. Enter a sensor number between 1 and 4')
    return
end
% A MATLAB interpolation function is used to determine intermediate values
F1=TriScatteredInterp(X,Y,V);
% This portion of the program determine which
% lane data to use
if lane==1
    yc=-36;     %yc denotes the y coordinate of the center of lane 1
elseif lane==2
    yc=108;     %yc denotes the y coordinate of the center of lane 2
else
    display('There are only 2 traffic lanes. Enter a lane number between 1 and 2')
    return
end
% the truck caracteristics are determined
LastX=Truckdata(1,1,1); % TruckData defines the truck loading the bridge
NumT=Truckdata(1,2,1);
% e=((LastX)/12)/(1.4667*(speed));
% e is calculated to determine the last second that the truck will be on
% the bridge
step=(0:s:e);
Xcord = ((1.4667*(speed)*(step))*12);
m=size(Xcord);
Values = [];
% iterations defines how many truck locations will be analyzed
iterations=m(1,2);
% Define modulus of elasticity of the girder material
E = 29000;
Strains(1:iterations) = 0;
for i=1:iterations
    xf=Xcord(i,1);
    Moment = 0;
    for j = 2:NumT+1
        if on_bridge(xf-Truckdata(j,1),yc+Truckdata(j,2))
            Moment = Moment + Truckdata(j,3)*F1(xf-
Truckdata(j,1),yc+Truckdata(j,2));
        else
            % continue
        end
        Strains(i) = Strains(i) + Moment/E;
    end
end
Moment = Moment + 0;
end
end

[Q,I,S,ybar]=sectionprop(zz);
Strains(i)=Moment/S/E;
end

function [test] = on_bridge(x,y)
%on_bridge this function will return true if the x and y coordinates passed
%as input arguments are determined to be within the outline of bridge and
%false if not
%This function is specific to the Route 15 bridge and would need to be
%modified for a different bridge
ymax = 235.9375;
ymin = -235.9375;
if (y >= ymin && y <= ymax)
xlow = 0;
xhigh = xlow + 3289.25;
if x >= xlow && x <= xhigh
    test = true;
else
    test = false;
end
else
    test = false;
end

function[Q,I,S,ybar]=sectionprop(zz)

sectionprop - Determines section properties of the Route 15 Bridge.
%This function will determine the location along the bridge that the %user
%has defined and calculate or report the given section properties %at that
%point.
%
% Inputs:
%   zz - The girder number (enter a number between 1 and 6)
%
% Outputs:
%   Q - The type of cross section in the bridge
%   I - Moment of Inertia (in^4)
%   S - Section Modulus (in^3)
%   ybar - Distance from top of girder to NA (in)
%
% See also: interp1
%
% Author: Katherine Feeley
% email: kef3c@virginia.edu
% March 2010; Last revision: 29-March-2010

%------------- BEGIN CODE --------------
if zz<=236 && zz>=0 || zz>1028 && zz<=1139.5 || zz>2149.751 &&
zz<=2261.25 || zz>3053.25 && zz<=3289.25
Q='PG1';  %Plate Girder 1 - PG1
I=29123.42;
S=1040.12;
ybar=28;
elseif zz>236 && zz<=1028 || zz>2261.25 && zz<=3053.25
Q='PG2';  %Plate Girder 2 - PG2
I=39074.07;
S=1126.66;
ybar=34.68;
elseif zz>1139.5 && zz<=1211.375
Q='PGVAR1';  %PGVAR1 - Use cubic interpolation
xx=[1139.5, 1211.375];
II=[29123.42, 28835.89];
SS=[1040.12, 1034.47];
yybar=[28, 27.875];
I=interp1(xx,II,zz,'cubic');
S=interp1(xx,SS,zz,'cubic');
ybar=interp1(xx,yybar,zz,'cubic');
elseif zz>1211.375 && zz<=1315.375
Q='PGVAR2';  %PGVAR2 - Use cubic interpolation
xx=[1211.375, 1315.375];
II=[42617.12, 66832.33];
SS=[1528.87, 1951.31];
yybar=[27.875, 34.25];
I=interp1(xx,II,zz,'cubic');
S=interp1(xx,SS,zz,'cubic');
ybar=interp1(xx,yybar,zz,'cubic');
elseif zz>1315.375 && zz<=1631.375
Q='PGVAR3';  %PGVAR3 - Use cubic interpolation
xx=[1315.375, 1631.375];
II=[87225.5, 152455.5];
SS=[152455.5, 3445.32];
yybar=[44.25, 44.25];
I=interp1(xx,II,zz,'cubic');
S=interp1(xx,SS,zz,'cubic');
ybar=interp1(xx,yybar,zz,'cubic');
elseif zz>1631.375 && zz<=1657.875
Q='PG5';  %Plate Girder 5 - PG5
I=152455.5;
S=3445.32;
ybar=44.25;
elseif zz>1657.875 && zz<=1973.875
Q='PGVAR4';  %PGVAR4 - Use cubic interpolation
xx=[1657.875, 1973.875];
II=[152455.5, 87225.5];
SS=[3445.32, 2546.73];
yybar=[44.25, 34.25];
I=interp1(xx,II,zz,'cubic');
S=interp1(xx,SS,zz,'cubic');
ybar=interp1(xx,yybar,zz,'cubic');
elseif zz>1973.875 && zz<=2077.875
    Q='PGVAR5';%PGVAR5 - Use cubic interpolation
    xx=[1973.875, 2077.875];
    II=[66832.33, 42617.12];
    SS=[1951.31, 1528.87];
    yybar=[34.25, 27.875];
    I=interp1(xx,II,zz,'cubic');
    S=interp1(xx,SS,zz,'cubic');
    ybar=interp1(xx,yybar,zz,'cubic');
elseif zz>2077.875 && zz<=2149.751
    Q='PGVAR6';%PGVAR6 - Use cubic interpolation
    xx=[2077.875, 2149.751];
    II=[29123.42, 28835.89];
    SS=[1034.47, 1040.12];
    yybar=[27.875, 28];
    I=interp1(xx,II,zz,'cubic');
    S=interp1(xx,SS,zz,'cubic');
    ybar=interp1(xx,yybar,zz,'cubic');
else if zz<0 || zz>3289.25
    disp('error')
    return
end

%------------- END OF CODE -------------

function [FV ] = GenerateRandomSU3TruckVector
%GenerateRandomSU3Trucks
% Summary of this function goes here
% This function will generate a feature vector of normalized du/dx values
% for sensor SG3N produced by SU3 trucks passing over the bridge
% %
% Random variations of truck dimensions an payload are included
% %
% Speed = 40 mph
% Lane = lane 1
% SG3N = [t,x,y] vector for gage SG3N
% SG3S = [t,x,y] vector for gage SG3S
% SG5N = [t,x,y] vector for gage SG5N
% SG5S = [t,x,y] vector for gage SG5N
Ltruck = 168;
Lbridge = 3289.25;
LastX = Lbridge + Ltruck;
NumT = 6;
Lane = 1;
Speed = 40;
maxPayload = 25.6;
meanPayload = maxPayload/2;
meanGauge = 40;
meanSpace12 = 120;
meanSpace23 = 168;
PayLoad = meanPayload + randn(1)*meanPayload/2;
Gauge = meanGauge + rand(1)*6;
if PayLoad < 0
    PayLoad = 0;
elseif PayLoad > maxPayload
    PayLoad = maxPayload;
end
GVW = 22.6 + PayLoad;
AS1 = meanSpace12 + randn(1)*36;
AS2 = meanSpace23 + randn(1)*12;
TruckData = [LastX NumT 0;
              0 -Gauge (10+6*(GVW-22.6)/maxPayload)/2
              0 Gauge (10+6*(GVW-22.6)/maxPayload)/2
              AS1 -Gauge (6.2+9.8*(GVW-22.6)/maxPayload)/2
              AS1 Gauge (6.2+9.8*(GVW-22.6)/maxPayload)/2
              AS2 Gauge (6.2+9.8*(GVW-22.6)/maxPayload)/2
              AS2 Gauge (6.2+9.8*(GVW-22.6)/maxPayload)/2];
[~,x,y]= route15bridgesimulation7(Lane,1,Speed,TruckData);
for i = 2:size(x,2) dudx(i)=((y(i)-y(i-1))/(x(i)-x(i-1))); end;
pk = max(dudx);
for i = 2:size(x,2) ndudx(i)=((y(i)-y(i-1))/(x(i)-x(i-1)))/pk; end;
% 20 values are interpolated at specific locations
for i=1:20 idudx(i) = interp1(x,ndudx,650+(i-1)*50); end
FV = idudx;
end

function [FV] = GenerateRandom3S2TruckVector
%GenerateRandom3S2TrucksVector
% This function will generate a feature vector of normalized du/dx values
% for sensor SG3N produced by 3-S2 truck passing over the bridge
% %
% % Speed = 40 mph
% % Lane = lane 1
% % Sensor 1 = SG3N = [t,x,y] vector for gage SG3N
% % Sensor 2 = SG3S = [t,x,y] vector for gage SG3S
% % Sensor 3 = SG5N = [t,x,y] vector for gage SG5N
% % Sensor 4 = SG5S = [t,x,y] vector for gage SG5N
% Lbridge = 3289.25;
NumT = 10;
Lane = 1;
Speed = 40;
Tare = 24;
maxPayload = 55;
meanPayload = maxPayload/2;
meanGauge = 36;
meanSpace12 = 120;
meanSpace23 = 168;
meanSpace34 = 588;
meanSpace45 = 636;
PayLoad = meanPayload + randn(1)*meanPayload/2;
if PayLoad < 0
    PayLoad = 0;
\begin{verbatim}
    elseif PayLoad > maxPayload
        PayLoad = maxPayload;
    end
    Gauge = meanGauge + randn(1)*6;
    GVW = Tare + PayLoad;
    AS1 = meanSpace12 + randn(1)*24;
    AS2 = meanSpace23 + randn(1)*12;
    AS3 = meanSpace34 + randn(1)*36;
    AS4 = meanSpace45 + randn(1)*12;
    if AS4 > meanSpace45
        AS3 = AS3 - (meanSpace45 - AS4);
    end;
    TruckData = [Lbridge + AS4 NumT 0;
                  0  -Gauge (10+2*(GVW-Tare)/maxPayload)/2
                  0   Gauge (10+6*(GVW-Tare)/maxPayload)/2
                  AS1 -Gauge (5+12*(GVW-Tare)/maxPayload)/2
                  AS1  Gauge (5+12*(GVW-Tare)/maxPayload)/2
                  AS2 -Gauge (5+12*(GVW-Tare)/maxPayload)/2
                  AS2  Gauge (5+12*(GVW-Tare)/maxPayload)/2
                  AS3 -Gauge (2+15*(GVW-Tare)/maxPayload)/2
                  AS3  Gauge (2+15*(GVW-Tare)/maxPayload)/2
                  AS4 -Gauge (2+15*(GVW-Tare)/maxPayload)/2
                  AS4  Gauge (2+15*(GVW-Tare)/maxPayload)/2];
    [~, x, y] = route15bridgesimulation7(Lane,1,Speed,TruckData);
    for i = 2:size(x,2) dudx(i)=((y(i)-y(i-1))/(x(i)-x(i-1))); end;
    pk = max(dudx);
    for i = 2:size(x,2) ndudx(i)=((y(i)-y(i-1))/(x(i)-x(i-1)))/pk; end;
    for i=1:20 idudx(i) = interp1(x,ndudx,650+(i-1)*50); end
    FV =idudx;
end
\end{verbatim}